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INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we study the structure of a homogeneous ideal I in a
w xpolynomial ring R [ k x , . . . , x from the point of view of the theory of1 r
w xWeierstrass basis developed in A7 and generalize some of the results in
w xA3, Sects. 5]7 obtained for the homogeneous ideals defining graded
Buchsbaum rings for the case of arbitrary I.
w xLet us recall first the main results of A7 . For a finitely generated
w xgraded R-module E, there exists a finitely generated graded k x , . . . , x -i r
w i x w xsubmodule E ; E and a finitely generated graded free k x , . . . , x -sub-i r
module E i: ; E for each i s 1, . . . , r q 1 such that
 . w1x w rq1x  rq1:i E s E, E s E ,
 . w i x  i: w iq1x w xii E s E [ E as k x , . . . , x -module, andiq1 r
 . w iq1x  .  i: w iq1xiii x E ; x , . . . , x E [ Ei iq1 r
for all i s 1, . . . , r, if and only if
 :x , . . . , x E: x ; x , . . . , x E: m .  .r iq1 E i r iq1 E
for all i s 1, . . . , r, where
 : tZ : m s e g E ¬ m e ; Z for some t g N 4E
 w  .  .x.  i:see A7, 2.6 , 2.11 . When this is the case, the structures of E and
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 .  .  .i s 1, . . . , r q 1 by conditions i , ii , and iii . If the submodules as above
 i: i  .exist, denoting homogeneous free bases of E by e 1 F l F m , we calll i
 i 4W [ e ¬ 1 F i F r q 1, 1 F l F m a weak Weierstrass basis of E. In thel i
 .  w  .x.above, we may replace condition iii with a stronger one see A7, 2.2 ,
and in that strong formulation, we call W a Weierstrass basis of E.
Further, for a sufficiently general choice of x , . . . , x , a Weierstrass basis1 r
 .of E always exists and we define the basic sequence B E of E to be theR
1 2 rq1 .sequence n ; n ; . . . ; n made of the nondecreasing sequences of inte-
i i i i .   .  ..gers n 1 F i F r q 1 such that n s deg e , . . . , deg e up to permu-1 m i
tation.
Now let p G 2 be the height of I. Then there is a finitely generated
 .graded R-module N I having no free direct summand, determined
uniquely by I, which fits in with an exact sequence of the form
0 ª S ª S ª ??? ª S ª S [ N I ª I ª 0, ) .  .py1 py2 1 0
 .where S 0 F i F p y 1 are finitely generated graded free R-modules.i
With this notation, our main results can be summarized in the following
two assertions:
 . w p x  .w p x w xa I ( C [ N I as k x , . . . , x -module with a finitely gener-p r
w x  .ated graded free k x , . . . , x -module C see Theorem 2.3 .p r
 .b There is a formula which completely describes a set of S , . . . ,0
 .  . i:  .  i:S appearing in ) in terms of N I 1 F i F p y 1 and Ipy1
 .  .1 F i F p y 1 see Theorem 4.3 .
The first result is a natural generalization of the structure theorem for
whomogeneous ideals defining graded Buchsbaum rings proved in A1, Sect.
x w x  .3 and A3, Sect. 5 see Section 3 also . By our new theorem, the essence,
which was obscure in the former papers cited above, has been made clear.
As a corollary, we obtain a lower-bound estimate of the degree of a
p y 1-codimensional Cohen]Macaulay graded ring whose defining ideal is
 .contained in I see Theorem 2.7 and Corollaries 2.8, 2.9 and 2.12 . When
p s 2, this gives a lower-bound estimate of the minimal degree of the
generators of I, which in the Buchsbaum case coincides with that given in
w x w  .x  .A1, Theorem 3.1 and A3, Corollary 5.6 . Since a says only the
``necessity,'' our result is not perfect for the general case, unlike in the
 .Buchsbaum case where property a is necessary and sufficient for the
existence of I.
The second one is a generalization of the same results for the two-codi-
w  .x w  .xmensional Buchsbaum case given in A2, 2.5 and A3, Proposition 7.1 .
Maybe, one prefers all the exact sequences of this kind to be minimal, but
the sequences obtained by our method are not minimal in most cases see
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.Section 5 . In the two-codimensional Buchsbaum case, however, it works
quite well to show that the basic sequence corresponding to a homoge-
neous prime ideal is characterized by the connectedness of its certain
 w x w  .x.subsequence see A2, Theorem and A3, Theorem 7.4 .
When I is the saturated homogeneous ideal of a projective scheme, the
 .module N I is, up to shift in grading, an invariant of the even liaison
 w x.class containing I cf. R . In the two-codimensional case, our theory is
w xtherefore closely connected with the works BBM, MDP, N1, N2 . But here
we do not translate the two theories into each other.
 .  . w xThe above results a and b were announced partially in A5, A6 .
Based on them in the idea of formulations and proofs, we have worked out
the present paper.
NOTATION
 .i Throughout this paper R denotes a polynomial ring over an
infinite field k in r indeterminates y , . . . , y . Let x , . . . , x be linear1 r 1 r
w xforms in y , . . . , y over k such that R s k x , . . . , x . For each i s1 r 1 r
w x w  .x w  .x0, . . . , r, we denote k x , . . . , x by k x i . In particular, k x 0 s R,iq1 r
w  .xk x r s k.
 . X X Xii Let R be a subring of R. Given a matrix s with entries in R ,
the image of the linear mapping over RX defined by s X will be denoted by
RX X. RX X. RX X.Im s . We shall also write Ker s and Coker s in similar senses.
 .  .iii The l, l unit matrix will be denoted by 1 . Given a squarel
 .  .matrix F of size l, l , we denote F y x 1 by F y diag x .i l i
 .  .iv Given a set of polynomials, say Z, we denote by MAT Z the set
of matrices with entries in Z.
 .v For a graded module E, we will denote the additive group
w x  .consisting of its elements of degree l by E . Let s, t t G 0 be integersl
 . and let d s d , . . . , d be a sequence of integers. We set d q s s d q1 m 1
mt.  .  .  .  .s, . . . , d q s , d q s s d q s, . . . , d q s , and E d s [ E d ,m lls1^ ` _
t timesw  .x w xwhere E d s E .l t d qtl
1. PRELIMINARIES
Let p G 2 be an integer and let
w w w w wp py1 2 1 06 6 6 6 6L : ??? L ??? L L L ª 0? py1 1 0 y1
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be a complex of finitely generated graded free R-modules such that
 . i k.H L s 0 for i G 0, H L s 0 for i F p y 1. Take a free resolutioni ? ?
k k w k w k w kÄ Ä Äw wÄ Ä py2 py1 py1 0k k k k6 6 6 6 6Ä Ä Ä??? L ??? L L Im w ª 0 1 . .y1 py2 py1 p
 k.for Im w and then consider the complexp
w w wÄ Ä Ä w wÄ Äp py1 py2 1 06 6 6 6 6Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä??? ª L L L ??? L Lp py1 py2 0 y1
ª Coker w ª 0, 2 . .Ä0
Äwhere L s L , w s w for i G p.Äi i iq1 iq1
 .LEMMA 1.1. With the notation abo¨e, the sequence 2 is exact.
 .Proof. For any free resolution 1 , the complex
k k w k w kÄ Äw wÄ Ä py2 py1y1 0k k k kÄ 6 6 6 6Ä Ä Ä ÄL : ??? L ??? L L ª 0? y1 py2 py1
Äk ÄkÄ Ä .is the direct sum of its minimal and split exact parts, i.e., L ( min L [? ? ?
ÄkÄ .  w  .  .x.  .se L see A4, 1.1 , 1.2 . Besides, the sequence 2 is exact if and only? ?
ÄkÄ .if it is exact when we take as 1 that given by the minimal part of L ,?
 k.namely, a minimal free resolution for Im w . Therefore, we have only top
Ä i k .consider the special case where L s L , w s w . Since H L s 0Äpy1 py1 p p ?
for i - p y 1, the sequence
k w k w kw py3 py20k k k k6 6 60 ª L ??? L L ª Im w ª 0 3 . .y1 py3 py2 py1
 py1 k.. py1 k.is exact. Moreover, dim H L F r y p since H L s? ?
p  . .Ext Coker w , R . Consequently, by the long exact sequence of exten-R 0
sions arising from
0 ª Im w k ª Ker w k s Im w k ª H py1 Lk ª 0,Ä  . .  .  .py1 p py1 ?
we find
Ker w sHom Im w k , R ª Hom Im w k , RÄ Ä Ä .  .  . /  /py2 R py1 R py1
s Ker w s Im w , .  .py2 py1
Ext i Im w k , R ª Ext i Im w k , R s 0 for 1 F i - p y 1.Ä Ä .  . /  /R py1 R py1
Ä .  .The exactness of 2 at L i / p y 2, p y 1 follows immediately. To showi
 .  .that Ker w s Im w for i s p y 2, p y 1, we first consider the com-Ä Äi iq1
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mutative diagram
w k w kÄ Äpy2 py1k k k k k6 6 6 6 6Ä Ä??? L L L L Lpy3 py2 py1 p pq16 6 .
k kw wpy2 py1k k k k k6 6 6 6 6??? L L L L Lpy3 py2 py1 p pq1
Taking duals gives rise to a commutative diagram




wp k6 6 6  . .  .L L Hom Im w , R s Im w 0p py1 R py1 py1
where the bottom row is exact. This, together with the exactness of the
sequence
wÄpy2k 6Ä Ä0 ª Hom Im w , R s Ker w ª L L ,Ä Ä . . /R py1 py2 py2 py3
shows our assertion.
DEFINITION 1.2. Let I be a homogeneous ideal in R of height p G 2
and let
??? ª L ª L ª L s R ª RrI ª 01 0 y1
be a free resolution for RrI over R. With the notation above, we define
 .N I to be the finitely generated graded R-module having no free direct
 .  .summand such that Coker w ( N I [ F for a suitable graded freeÄ1
R-module F.
ÄThe minimal part of L is unique up to isomorphism by our construc-?
 .tion. Therefore, N I is determined uniquely up to isomorphism by I and
i   ..is well defined. By the definition, we have H N I s 0 for i s r y p qm
 .  .  .1, . . . , r y 1. Besides, N I is torsion free since N I ( Im w .Ä0
LEMMA 1.3. Let I be a homogeneous ideal in R of height p G 2. Then
there is an exact sequence of the form
c c c cpy1 2 1 06 6 6 60 ª S ??? S S [ N I ª 0,py1 1 0
 .where S 0 F i F p y 1 are finitely generated graded free R-modules and Ni
is a finitely generated torsion-free graded R-module with no free direct sum-
i  .mand satisfying H N s 0 for i s r y p q 1, . . . , r y 1. Moreo¨er, gi¨ enm
 .an exact sequence of such form, N must be isomorphic to N I .
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Proof. Let ??? ª L ª L s R ª RrI ª 0 be a free resolution for0 y1
Ä Ä .RrI and let L be as in 2 with L s L , w s w . One obtains aÄ? py1 py1 p p
chain map
w w w wp py1 py2 16 6 6 6 6 6 6
??? L L L ??? L I 0p py1 py2 06 6 6
w w wÄ Ä w wÄ Äp py1 py2 1 06 6 6 6 6 6 6Ä Ä Ä??? L L L ??? L N 0p py1 py2 0
Ä  .  .of exact complexes, where N [ Coker w ( Im w . Take its mappingÄ Ä1 0
 .cone, cancel L i G p y 1 , and then extract a free direct summand Si 0
Ä Ä  .from N such that N s S [ N with N [ N I . This proves the existence.0
Conversely, suppose the sequence of the asserted form exists and let
Ã Ã??? ª L ª L ª S [ N ª 0 be the free resolution obtained from the1 0 0
 .free resolutions ??? ª L ª L ª I ª 0 and ??? ª S ª S ª Im c1 0 2 1 1
ª 0 by the standard method, with the use of the exact sequence 0 ª
 .Im c ª S [ N ª I ª 0. Then ??? ª L ª L ª L and ??? ª1 0 pq1 p py1
Ã Ã Ã i  .L ª L ª L coincide. Since Ext S [ N, R s 0 for i s 1, . . . , ppq1 p py1 R 0
 .  .y1, we see N ( N I by the definition of N I .
The following lemma will be used later on in a certain canonical
construction of exact sequences of the form mentioned in Lemma 1.3, in
 .which the graded modules S 0 F i F p y 1 can be expressed in thei
 .  .language of basic sequences of I and N I see Section 4 .
Ä Ä Ä .  .LEMMA 1.4. Let F s G y1 [ G , F s G y1 [ G with gradedj jy1 j j jy1 j
Ä  .free R-modules G , G j s i, i q 1 . Assume that, in the diagramj j
yA 0 yA 0i iy1 .  .
F A F Aiq1 iq1 i i6 6
F F Fiq1 i iy16 6 6
m 0 m 0 m 0i iy1 iy2 .  .  .l s l s l siq1 i iy1n m n m n miq1 iq1 i i iy1 iy1
6 6Ä Ä ÄF F Fiq1 i iy1Ä ÄyA 0 yA 0i iy1 .  .Ä Ä Ä ÄF A F Aiq1 iq1 i i
 .all the maps other than m , n i.e., l exist and the followingiy2 iy1 iy1
conditions are satisfied:
 .i both rows are complexes,
 .ii the left rectangle is commutati¨ e,
Äk Äk .  .  .iii Ker A s Im A ,i iy1
Ä .  .iv m A s A m j s i, i q 1 .jy1 j j j
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 .Then there are maps m , n i.e., l which make the right rectangleiy2 iy1 iy1
Äcommutati¨ e. Moreo¨er, if a map m satisfying m A s A miy2 iy2 iy1 iy1 iy1
exists from the first, then we may take it as the desired one.
Proof. The relation
ÄyA 0 yA 0m 0 m 0iy1 iy1iy2 iy1sn m n m /  / /F AÄ Äiy1 iy1 i i / i iF Ai i
is equivalent to
Ä ÄF m y m F q A n q n A s 0,i iy1 iy1 i i i iy1 iy1 Äm A y A m s 0.iy2 iy1 iy1 iy1
Ä .  .  .Conditions i , ii , and iv imply that F m y m F q A n andi iy1 iy1 i i i
ÄA m vanish when multiplied by A on the right. Our assertioniy1 iy1 i
 .therefore is a consequence of iii .
2. RELATION BETWEEN THE BASIC SEQUENCES OF I
 .AND N I
w  .x w  .xGiven a k x s y 1 -module Y, we will denote Y m k x t y 1kw x sy1.x
X w by Y for 1 F t F s. Further, for a homomorphism r : Y ª Y of k x s y t .
.x1 -modules, we will denote the extended homomorphism r mkw x sy1.x
w  .x Xk x t y 1 : Y ª Y by the same symbol r by abuse of notation. t .  t .
Elementary properties of Weierstrass bases and basic sequences are de-
w x w i x  i:scribed in A7 , to which we refer the reader for the notation E , E ,
and so on.
LEMMA 2.1. Let E be a finitely generated graded R-module ha¨ing a
 .Weierstrass basis with respect to x , . . . , x and let p 1 F p F r be an integer.1 r
w p x w  .xSuppose that E s C [ D with a finitely generated graded free k x p y 1 -
w  .xmodule C and a finitely generated graded k x p y 1 -module D ha¨ing no
free direct summand. Let
Ä ÄA A «Äp , 2 p , 1 p6 6 6Ä Ä Ä??? ª F F F D ª 0p , 2 p , 1 p , 0
w  .xbe a free resolution for D o¨er k x p y 1 . Then one can construct a free
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resolution
A A «i , 2 i , 1 i w i x6 6 6??? ª F F F E ª 0i , 2 i , 1 i , 0
w i x w  .xof E o¨er k x i y 1 for each i s 1, . . . , p such that
Ä ÄF s C [ F , F s F j G 1,p , 0 p , 0 p , j p , j
0id 0 Ä« s , A s , A s A , j G 2,p p , 1 p , j p , jÄ0 «Ä A /  /p p , 1
F s E i: [ F , 1 F i - p , .  .ii , 0 iq1, 0
F s F y1 [ F , 1 F i - p , j G 1, . .i , j iq1, jy1 iq1, j  .i
yL 0id 0 i , 0
« s , A s , 1 F i - p ,i i , 10 « /  /F Aiq1 i , 1 iq1, 1
yA 0iq1, jy1
A s , 1 F i - p , j G 2,i , j F A /i , j iq1, j
 .  w  .x.  . w  .x.where F ydiag x gMAT k x i , L gMAT x , . . . , x k x ii, j i i, 0 iq1 r
for all i, j.
Ä Ä  .Proof. Set F s C [ F , F s F j G 1 . Then we have a freep, 0 p, 0 p, j p, j
resolution
0 id 0 .  .ÄA 0 «Ä Äp , 1 pAp , 1 w p x6 6 6??? ª F F F E ª 0.p , 2 p , 1 p , 0
w i x w  .xStarting with this, we can construct a free resolution of E over k x i y 1
wof the desired form for each i s 1, . . . , p step by step with the use of A7,
 .x3.1 .
LEMMA 2.2. Under the same assumption as in Lemma 2.1, let
t Ä t ÄA Ap , y1 p , 0 tk k k kw x py1.x6 6Ä Ä Ä Ä??? ª F F F ª Im A ª 0 /p , y2 p , y1 p , 0 p , 1
kw x py1.x t Ä . w  .xbe a free resolution of Im A o¨er k x p y 1 . Then there exists ap, 1
finite free complex
Ä Ä ÄA A Ai , 2 i , 1 i , 06 6 6Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄF : ??? ª F F F F ª ???i , ? i , 2 i , 1 i , 0 i , y1
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for each i s 1, . . . , p such that
Ä Ä ÄF s F y1 [ F , 1 F i - p , j g Z, . /i , j iq1, jy1 iq1, j  .i
ÄyA 0iq1, jy1ÄA s , 1 F i - p , j g Z,i , j Ä 0C Ai , j iq1, j
Ä ÄF s C yp q i [ F , F s F , j G p y i q 1, .i , pyi  i. i , pyi i , j i , j
0
ÄA s , A s A , j G p y i q 2,i , pyiq1 i , j i , jÄA /i , pyiq1
j ÄkH F s 0, j F p y i , .i , ?
 .  w  .x.where C y diag x g MAT k x i for all i, j.i, j i
Proof. We prove the assertion by descending induction on i. The case
Ä  .i s p is trivial. Assume the existence of F for i 1 F i - p . Letiq1, ?
Ä Ä Ä Ä  . .F s F y1 [ F for all j g Z. Then F s F for j G p yi, j iq1, jy1 iq1, j  i. i, j i, j
Äi q 1, so that we can define A [ A for j G p y i q 2. Sincei, j i, j
F s F y1 [ F . .i , pyi iq1, pyiy1 iq1, pyi  .i
Äs F y1 [ F , . /iq1, pyiy1 iq1, pyi  .i
ÄF s C yp q i q 1 [ F .iq1, pyiy1  iq1. iq1, pyiy1
Äby Lemma 2.1 and the induction hypothesis on F , we haveiq1, ?
Ä ÄF s C yp q i [ F y1 [ F .  . /  /i , pyi  i. iq1, pyiy1 iq1, pyi / .  .i i
Äs C yp q i [ F , . i. i , pyi
F s F y1 [ F . .i , pyiy1 iq1, pyiy2 iq1, pyiy1  .i
Äs F y1 [ C yp q i q 1 [ F , .  . .  /iq1, pyiy2  i. iq1, pyiy1 / .  .i i
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yA 0iq1, pyiy1yA 0iq1, pyiy1 0A s s ,i , pyi F A / Fi , pyi iq1, pyi i , pyi Ä 0A /iq1, pyi
yA 0iq1, pyi
A si , pyiq1 F A /i , pyiq1 iq1, pyiq1
0
0 0ÄyA /iq1, pyis s ,ÄA /i , pyiq1 0ÄF Ai , pyiq1 iq1, pyiq1
Ädefining A to bei, pyiq1
ÄyA 0iq1, pyi
,
Ä 0F Ai , pyiq1 iq1, pyiq1
 .  iq1:where we understand F y1 s E , A s L if p yiq1, pyiy2 iq1, pyiy1 i, 0
Ä .i s 1. Denoting the natural projection from F to F byi, pyiy1 iq1, pyiy1  i.
X X Ä .p , let A [ p ( A ¬ s F , A , whereÄi, pyi i, pyi F i, pyi iq1, pyii, py i
) )
XF s .i , pyi ) F /i , pyi
X ÄSince A A s 0, one sees A A s 0, so thati, pyi i, pyiq1 i, pyi i, pyiq1
Ä XA Ai , py iq1 i , py i6 6Ä Ä ÄF F F /i , pyiq1 i , pyi iq1, pyiy1  .i
is a complex. Therefore,
t
F ti , pyiq1 Ät yAkw x iy1.x kw x iy1.x kw x i.x iq1, pyiÄIm A s Im [ Im /i , pyiq1 t  /Ä 0A 0iq1, pyiq1
j Äkw  .x  .by A7, 3.3 . Since H F s 0 for j F p y i y 1 by the inductioniq1, ?
w  .xhypothesis, we obtain by A7, 3.1 a free resolution
t ÄA ti , py ik k kw x iy1.x6Ä Ä Ä??? ª F F ª Im A ª 0i , pyiy1 i , pyi i , pyiq1 /
with
ÄyA 0iq1, jy1ÄA s ,i , j Ä 0C Ai , j iq1, j
 .where C j F p y i are suitable square matrices satisfying C yi, j i, j
Ä .  w  .x.diag x g MAT k x i . The complex F obtained in this way satisfiesi i, ?
the required conditions.
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Now we can prove a fundamental theorem relating the basic sequences
 .of I and N I .
THEOREM 2.3. Let I be a homogeneous ideal in R of height p G 2.
 .Suppose that both I and N I ha¨e Weierstrass bases with respect to x , . . . , x .1 r
Suppose further that I w p x s C [ D with a finitely generated graded free
w  .x w  .xk x p y 1 -submodule C and a finitely generated graded k x p y 1 -
 .w p xsubmodule D ha¨ing no free direct summand. Then D ( N I .
Ä Ä .Proof. Let F , A be the complex stated in Lemma 2.2 with E s I,i, ? i, ?
Ä kw x iy1.x Äw  .x  .  .N the graded k x i y 1 -module Coker A 1 F i F p , andi i, 1
 .  t .N [ N I . Then F gives a free resolution of I over R, Im A s1, ? 1, p
t Ä j k Ä .  .Im A , and H F s 0 for j F p y 1, so that N ( N [ Y with a1, p 1, ? 1
suitable finitely generated graded free R-module Y by the definition of
Ä w j x w j x w j x .  .  .N I . First, N s N [ Y s N for j G 2. Second, by iterative use1
w  .xof A7, 3.8 , we find
w x2 w2xÄ ÄN s N [ Y s N [ Y , .2 1 2 2
w x2 w x2w2x w3xÄ ÄN s N [ Y s N [ Y [ Y s N [ Y , . .3 2 3 2 3 3
???
w x2 w x2w py1x w p xÄ ÄN s N [ Y s N [ Y [ Y s N [ Y . /p py1 p py1 p p
w  .xwith a finitely generated graded free k x i y 1 -module Y for eachi
w p x w  .xi s 2, . . . , p. Besides, N has no free direct summand as k x p y 1 -
py1 py1 Äkw  .x  .  .module by A7, 3.4 , since Ext N, R ( H F s 0. By the defi-R 1, ?
Ä Ä Ä kw x py1.x Ä .  .nition of F , A , we have N s Coker A s D and both Dp, ? p, ? p p, 1
w p x w p xand N has no free direct summand, so that D ( N .
COROLLARY 2.4. Let I be a homogeneous ideal in R of height p G 2.
1 2 rq1 1 2 rq1 .  .   ..  .Suppose B I s n ; n ; . . . ; n , B N I s g ; g ; . . . ; g . ThenR R
p p .n s w, g up to permutation with a suitable sequence of integers w and
i in s g for all i s p q 1, . . . , r q 1.
Proof. Suppose that x , . . . , x are chosen sufficiently generally so that1 r
1 2 rq1 .  .  .both I and N I have Weierstrass bases with B I s n ; n ; . . . ; n ,R
1 2 rq1  ..  . w B N I s g ; g ; . . . ; g . Then the basic sequence of the k x p yR
w p x w p x p rq1.x   . .  . 1 -module I resp. N I coincides with n ; . . . ; n resp.
p rq1 ..g ; . . . ; g . Our assertion therefore follows from the preceding theo-
rem.
 .Let I be a homogeneous ideal in R of height p with B I sR
1 2 rq1 .n ; n ; . . . ; n . Assume that the linear forms x , . . . , x are chosen1 r
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sufficiently generally. The ideal of the initial forms of the elements of I
with respect to the reverse lexicographic ordering, which we will denote by
 .in x; I , has a direct sum decomposition
mrq1 i
iin x ; I s in x , f k x i y 1 , .  . .[ [ l
is1 ls1
 i 4where W [ f ¬ 1 F i F r q 1, 1 F l F m is the system of Weierstrassl i
 i. i  wpolynomials and in x; f denotes the initial form of f see A3, Theoreml l
 .x.  i. w x1.1 . Note that in x; f g k x , . . . , x x . In fact, W is a Weierstrassl 1 i i
 w  .x.basis of I with respect to x , . . . , x see A7, 4.1 . By the definition of1 r
 .   i.in x; f for f g I, therefore, one finds that in x, f ¬ 1 F i F r q 1, 1 F ll
4  . XF m is a Weierstrass basis of in x; I . In particular, for every triple i , j, li
satisfying 1 F iX - j, 1 F l F m , there are nonnegative integers t , . . . , tj i j
 X .  j.  i. t i t jX Xi F i F j such that x in x; f s in x; f x ??? x . Moreover, t ) 0 ifi l l i j j
X  w  .x.Xi - j and t s 0 if i s i see A7, 2.5 . It follows therefore that thei
s m i  i. w  .x  .set [ [ in x; f k x i y 1 , which we will denote by in x; I; s ,lis1 ls1
  i. 4is a monomial ideal in R such that in x; f ¬ 1 F i F s, 1 F l F ml i
 .  wis a Weierstrass basis of in x; I; s with respect to x , . . . , x see A7,1 r
 .x. w  .w i xx w w i xx2.7 . Furthermore, dim in x; I s dim I for all i s 1, . . . , r q 1k t k t
  ..  .   .w i x.and t g Z, ht in x; I s ht I , and e in x; I s x , . . . , x .k w x iy1.xi r
 w i x.e I for all i s 1, . . . , r q 1. Recall that m G 1 for i s x , . . . , x .kw x iy1.x ii r
 .  w  .x.  . i:1, . . . , r y depth RrI see A3, Theorem 1.1 , so in x; I / 0 form
 .i s 1, . . . , r y depth RrI .m
THEOREM 2.5. Let I be a homogeneous ideal in R of height p G 2 and
suppose that the linear forms x , . . . , x are chosen sufficiently generally. Then1 r
w xpw p x
X Xe Rrin x ; I ; p y 1 s e I G e N I , .  .  . .  .m m m
X  . w  .xwhere m s x , . . . , x k x p y 1 .p r
Ä i .   .Proof. Let I denote in x; I; p y 1 . Since in x; f ¬ 1 F i F p y 1,l
Ä4 w x1 F l F m ; k x , . . . , x , the sequence x , . . . , x is RrI-regular.i 1 py1 p r
Ä Ä .  .Namely, r y p q 1 F depth RrI F dim RrI . On the other hand,m
w xp Ä0 ª in x ; I ª RrI ª Rrin x ; I ª 0 .  .
w  .x   .w p x.is exact as k x p y 1 -module with 0 - rank in x; I - `,kw x py1.x
Ä  ..  .  .dim Rrin x; I s dim RrI s r y p. We find therefore that dim RrI
Äs r y p q 1, i.e., RrI is Cohen]Macaulay of dimension r y p q 1. More-
w p x w p x Ä Ä .   . .  .  .X X Xover, e I s e in x; I s e RrI s e RrI . This, togetherm m m m
with Theorem 2.3, shows our assertion.
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To proceed further, we need the next lemma, whose proof is similar to
w  .xthat of A7, 2.9 .
LEMMA 2.6. Assume r G 1. Let E be a finitely generated graded R-module
X w  .x Y w  .x X  . Xand let R [ k x s , R [ k x s y 1 , m [ x , . . . , x R for an inte-sq1 r
 . X X X ger s 1 F s F r . Suppose that E s L [ L s F [ F as R -module with not
. Ynecessarily finitely generated graded free R -modules L, F and finitely gener-
ated graded RX-modules LX, FX. If x LX ; mXL [ LX for all t s 1, . . . , s, thent
LX l F s 0.
Proof. Fixing an s, we prove our assertion by induction on r. Consider
first the case r s s. In this case mX s 0, so that x LX ; LX for all t s 1, . . . , rt
and LX is a graded submodule of E. Moreover, LX is a finitely generated
graded module over RX s k, so that m uLX s 0 for u 4 0. On the other
Y w xhand, x is not a zero divisor for F, since F is free over R s k x byr r
hypothesis. Hence LX l F s 0. Now suppose that r ) s and that the
assertion is true for r y 1. Let E s Erx E, L s Lrx L, F s Frx F,r r r
X X X X X XL s Lrx L , F s F rx F . Then E is a finitely generated graded moduler r
X Xw xover R [ k x , . . . , x , E s L [ L s F [ F as graded module over1 ry1
X Yw x w xR [ k x , . . . , x . Since L and F are free over R [ k x , . . . , xsq1 ry1 s ry1
X X X X X .and x L ; m L [ L for all t s 1, . . . , s with m s x , . . . , x R , wet sq1 ry1
X Xhave L l F s 0 by the induction hypothesis. If L l F / 0, then there is a
homogeneous element of LX l F different from zero of the least degree,
X X X Xsay e. Since L l F s 0, we have e s x a s x b with some a g L , b g F.r r
But E s L [ LX as RX-module and L is free over RY. It follows therefore
 X . X X Xfrom the relation x b y a s 0 and b y a g L . Hence b g L l F.r
Since the degree of b is strictly less than that of e, we must have b s 0
Xand e s 0, which is a contradiction. Thus L l F s 0.
THEOREM 2.7. Let p G 2 be an integer and let I and J be homogeneous
ideals in R of height p and p y 1, respecti¨ ely, such that J ; I and RrJ is
 .Cohen]Macaulay. Suppose that I, N I , and J ha¨e Weierstrass bases with
 .respect to x , . . . , x and that x , . . . , x is RrJ-regular. Then e RrJ G1 r p r m
 w p x.   .w p x. X  . w  .xX Xe I G e N I , where m s x , . . . , x k x p y 1 .m m p r
X Y w  .x w  .xProof. Let R and R denote k x p y 1 and k x p y 2 , respec-
tively. Since RrJ is graded and free over RX by assumption, there exists a
X ÄX ÄXfinitely generated graded R -submodule F of R such that R s J [ F as
X jypq2 w py1x Y . j  .YR -module. On the other hand, since Ext J , R ( Ext J, R sR R
w  .x Y w py1x0 for all j G p y 1 by A7, 3.4 , the R -module J must be free and
w p x  w  .x. py1  i:J s 0 by its uniqueness see A7, 2.9 . Hence J s [ J and J isis1
Y X ÄXfree over R . Now let F ; F denote the image of the injective homomor-
ÄX X X Xphism IrJ ª RrJ ( F over R . It is clear that I s J [ F as R -module.
w p x X w p x w  .xBesides, x I ; m L [ I for all t s 1, . . . , p y 1 by A7, 2.5 , wheret
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L s [py1 I i:. Applying Lemma 2.5 to the two direct sum decompositionsis1
I s L [ I w p x s J [ FX, we find I w p x l J s 0, so that I w p x ª IrJ ( FX is
injective. Therefore,
w p x w p x X ÄXX X X Xe I s rank I F rank F F rank F .  .  .  .m R R R
s e X RrJ s e RrJ . .  .m m
  .w p x. <  w p x.  .X XMoreover, e N I F e I by Theorem 2.3. Hence e RrJ Gm m m
w p x w p x .   . .X Xe I G e N I as desired.m m
COROLLARY 2.8. Let I be a homogeneous ideal in R of height p G 2 and
let f , . . . , f be homogeneous elements of I which form an R-regular1 py1
 .sequence. Suppose that both the ideals I and f , . . . , f ha¨e Weierstrass1 py1
bases with respect to x , . . . , x and that x , . . . , x is RrJ-regular. Then1 r p r
py1  .  w p x.   .w p x. X  . w X X deg f G e I G e N I , where m s x , . . . , x k x p yis1 i m m p r
.x1 . In particular,
w x2w2xw xmin l ¬ I / 0, l g Z G e I G e N I 4  .  . .l  x , . . . , x .kw x1.x  x , . . . , x .kw x1.x2 r 2 r
if p s 2.
Proof. Clear by the previous theorem.
COROLLARY 2.9. Let I be a homogeneous ideal in R of height p G 2 with
1 2 rq1 i i i .  .  .basic sequence n ; n ; . . . ; n , n s n , . . . , n 1 F i F r q 1 . Let1 m i
1 2 rq1 i i i .  .  .further g ; g ; . . . ; g , g s g , . . . , g 1 F i F r q 1 be the basic1 d i
 .sequence of N I . Then
 .  .i e RrJ G m G d for an arbitrary homogeneous ideal J ; Rm p p
contained in I of height p y 1 such that RrJ is Cohen]Macaulay.
 . py1  .ii  deg f G m G d for arbitrary homogeneous elementsis1 i p p
f , . . . , f of I which form an R-regular sequence.1 py1
 .  w x 4iii min l ¬ I / 0, l g Z G m G d if p s 2.l 2 2
Proof. Clear by Theorem 2.7 and Corollary 2.8.
 .w p xIn general, it is not an easy matter to know the structure of N I in
 .detail. But, when N I is the direct sum of graded modules, each of which
is a syzygy module of a graded module of finite length, the multiplicity of
 .w p x i  . N I can be computed only by the knowledge of H RrI 0 F i - r ym
.p . We begin with
 .LEMMA 2.10. Let E be a finitely generated graded R-module, s 1 F s F r
X w  .x X  . X i  .an integer, R [ k x s y 1 , and m [ x , . . . , x R . Then H E (s r m
i  w s x. XXH E as R -module for i s 0, . . . , r y s.m
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w  .xProof. By local duality and A7, 3.4 ,
i ryiH E ( Hom Ext E, R , k r .  .  . .[m k R yl
lgZ
Xryiysq1 w s x
X( Hom Ext E , R s y 1 , k r .  .  . .[ k R yl
lgZ
Xryiysq1 w s x
X( Hom Ext E , R , k r y s q 1 .  . .[ k R yl
lgZ
( H Xi Ew s x , .m
as desired.
LEMMA 2.11. Let I be a homogeneous ideal of height p G 2 in R such
 i  ..  .that l H RrI - ` for i - r y p and N I ( N [ N [ ??? [ NR m 1 2 ryp
 .with finitely generated graded R-modules N 1 F i F r y p ha¨ing no freei
direct summand. Let further
Ä Ä Ä iy1??? ª F ª F ª ??? ª F ª H RrI ª 0 .i 0 i y1 i yi m
iy1 . X w  .xbe a minimal free resolution for H RrI o¨er R [ k x p y 1 . Supposem
j  .  .H N s 0 for all i, j with j / i, j - r, i s 1, . . . , r y p. Then N I has am i
Weierstrass basis with respect to x , . . . , x and1 r
ryp i
w x jy1p ÄX Xe N I s y1 rank F , .  . .    /m R yji
is1 js1
X  . X Xwhere m denotes the irrele¨ant maximal ideal x , . . . , x R in R .p r
 i  ..Proof. Notice first that l H N - ` for all i s 1, . . . , r y p, sinceR m i
i  . iy1 . w  .xH N ( H RrI for i F r y p. By A7, 4.4 , each N and hencem i m i
 .N I has a Weierstrass basis with respect to x , . . . , x . Since1 r
j  w p x X. jqpy1 . . X wXExt N , R ( Ext N , R 1 y p as R -module for j G 1 by A7,R i R i
 .x j  w p x X.X3.4 , we have Ext N , R s 0 for j / 0, r y p y i q 1, andR i
 rypyiq1 w p x X.. w p xX Xl Ext N , R - ` for i s 1, . . . , r y p. Morevoer, N has noR R i i
py1 .free direct summand since Ext N , R s 0. LetR i
Ä Ä ÄA A Ai rypy iq1 i 2 i 1 w p x6 6 6Ä Ä Ä0 ª F ??? F F ª N ª 0 4 .i rypyiq1 i 1 i 0 i
be a minimal free resolution for N w p x over RX. Taking a minimal freei
RX Äk .  .resolution of Im A and then combining its dual with 4 , one obtainsi 1
an exact sequence
Ä Ä Ä Ä i w p xX0 ª F ª ??? ª F ª F ª ??? ª F ª H N ª 0, .i rypyiq1 i 0 i y1 i yi m i
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which must be minimal since N w p x has no free direct summand asi
X i  w p x. i  . XXR -module. Since H N ( H N as R -module by Lemma 2.10, them i m i
iy1 .above sequence coincides with the minimal free resolution for H RrIm
X  w p x.Xover R . Hence the desired formula follows from the equalities e Nm i
w p x i jy1 Ä w p x w p x w p x .  .  .  .X Xs rank N s  y1 rank F and N I s N [ NR i js1 R i yj 1 2
w p x[ ??? [ N .ryp
 .COROLLARY 2.12. Let I and N I be as in Lemma 2.11. Suppose that
the linear forms x , . . . , x are chosen sufficiently generally. Then, with the1 r
notation there,
ryp i jy1 Ä .  .  .  .Xi e RrJ G   y1 rank F for arbitrary homoge-m is1 js1 R i y1
neous ideal J ; R contained in I of height p y 1 such that RrJ is
Cohen]Macaulay,
py1 ryp i jy1 Ä .  .  .  .Xii  deg f G   y1 rank F for arbitrary ho-is1 i is1 js1 R i yj
mogeneous elements f , . . . , f of I which form an R-regular sequence,1 py1
ry2 i jy1 Ä .  w x 4  .  .Xiii min l ¬ I / 0, l g Z G   y1 rank F ifl is1 js1 R i y j
p s 2.
3. REVIEW OF THE RESULTS ON TWO SPECIAL CASES
Let p be an integer with 2 F p F r and let M be a finitely generated
 .torsion-free graded R-module having no free direct summand with B MR
1 2 rq1 i .  .s g ; g ; . . . ; g such that H M s 0 for i s r y p q 1, . . . , r y 1.m
Let further I be a homogeneous ideal in R of height p such that
 .  .N I ( M ys for some s g Z. Suppose that x , . . . , x are chosen suffi-1 r
1 2 rq1  ..  .ciently generally. Since B M ys s g q s; g q s; . . . ; g q s , theR
1 2 rq1 rq1 .  .basic sequence B I s n ; n ; . . . ; n satisfies n s B,R
i in s g q s for i s p q 1, . . . , r , 5 .
p pn s w , g q s 6 . .
up to permutation with a suitable sequence of integers w by Corollary 2.4.
i  .Observe that the sequences w and n p q 1 F i F r are determined by
p i  .n , s, and g p F i F r . Given a graded module M as above, the
1 2 p .  .  .essential information on B I therefore lies in B M , n ; n ; . . . ; n ,R R
 .and s for any homogeneous ideal I in R of height p such that N I is
isomorphic to M up to shift in grading. On the other hand, with the
Ã  .notation of the previous section, the monomial ideal I [ in I; x; p is of
Ã i . w xheight p, RrI is Cohen]Macaulay, in x; f g k x , . . . , x x for all i, l,l 1 i i
i i i   ..   ...and deg in x; f , . . . , deg in x; f coincides with n for all i s1 m i
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Ã1, . . . , p. Morevoer, we may assume that I is Borel fixed, namely,
t j t t ql t yl t t t t t1 i j r 1 i j rÃ Ãx ??? x ??? x ??? x g I if x ??? x ??? x ??? x g I 7 .1 i j r 1 i j r /l
 w x.for all i, j, l satisfying 1 F i - j F r, 1 F l F t see U . When the charac-j
teristic of the base field is zero,
t1 t iq1 t jy1 t r Ã t1 t i t j t r Ãx ??? x ??? x ??? x g I if x ??? x ??? x ??? x g I 8 .1 i j r 1 i j r
 p.for all i, j satisfying 1 F i - j F r, 1 F l F t , in particular, x in x; f gj i l
Ã .x I 1 F i F p, 1 F l F m .p i
With the notation above, suppose further that M is Buchsbaum and let
i iH M ( Rrm yw for i s 1, . . . , r y p , .  .m
i iwhere w denotes a sequence of integers for each i. Note that w s B for
i  .  w x.all i such that H M s 0. By Goto's structure theorem see EG, Gom
w  .xand A7, 4.3 , we have
ry i .¡ i l ly1g s w q l for i s 1, . . . , r , . /~ 1F lFryiq1¢ rq1g s B
1 2 p .up to permutation. In this case the conditions on n ; n ; . . . ; n and s
described above are also sufficient for the existence of I.
Ã w x.THEOREM 3.1 cf. A3, Sects. 5, 6 . Let I be a monomial ideal in R of
Ã Ãheight p such that RrI is Cohen]Macaulay. Suppose that I has a Weierstrass
 i 4basis g ¬ 1 F i F p, 1 F l F m with respect to x , . . . , x consisting ofl i 1 r
i p Ãw xmonomials satisfying g g k x , . . . , x x , x g g x I for all i, l. Denote thel 1 i i i l p
i i i i  .  ..sequence deg g , . . . , deg g by n for each i and suppose that n is1 m i
nondecreasing. Then there exists a homogeneous ideal I of height p such that
1 2 p .  .  . N I ( M ys for some s g Z and B I takes the form n ; n ; . . . ; n ;R
pq1 rq1.n ; . . . ; n if and only if there exists a sequence of integers w such that
ryp .p l ly1n s w , w q l q s . / /1F lFrypq1
rq1up to permutation. Moreo¨er, in this case, n s B and
ry i .i l ly1n s w q l q s for i s p q 1, . . . , r . / 1F lFryiq1
up to permutation.
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Note also the following
LEMMA 3.2. Let I be a homogeneous ideal in R of height p G 2. Then
 .RrI is Buchsbaum if and only if so is N I .
Proof. By Lemma 1.3, there is an exact sequence
c0
0 ª S ª ??? ª S ª S [ N I ª I ª 0, .py1 1 0
 .where S 0 F i F p y 1 are finitely generated graded free R-modules.i
 .  . i  . i  .Let E [ S [ N I , K [ Ker c . Since H K s 0 and Ext Rrm, K0 0 m R
s 0 for all i F r y p q 1, one obtains a commutative diagram




i i iy1; ;6 6 .  .  .H E H I H RrIm m m
for all i F r y p. Hence t is surjective for all i F r y p if and only if so is
X i  .t . On the other hand, H E s 0 for i s r y p q 1, . . . , r y 1 by them
 . i  . i  .property of N I . Thus Ext Rrm, E ª H E is surjective for allR m
 . i  . i  .i - r s dim E if and only if Ext Rrm, RrI ª H RrI is surjectiveR m
 .  wfor all i - r y p s dim RrI . By the Stuckrad]Vogel criterion cf. SV,È
x.Corollary 2.16 , therefore, the ring RrI is Buchsbaum if and only if so is
 .the module N I .
Thus the characterization of the basic sequences of homogeneous ideals
 .defining graded Buchsbaum rings is almost complete for the case char k
s 0. We only need to determine the basic sequences of the monomial
Ãideals I which meet all the requirements. For the two-codimensional case,
we further know a complete characterization of the basic sequences
corresponding to homogeneous prime ideals defining graded Buchsbaum
integral domains. In our formulation it is expressed in terms of the
 w x w  .x w x.connectedness of w see A2, Theorem , A3, Theorem 7.4 , and C .
When p s 2, the situation is rather clear even though M is general. Let
M be again an arbitrary finitely generated torsion-free graded R-module
1 2 rq1 .  .having no free direct summand with B M s g ; g ; . . . ; g ,R
ry1 .  .H M s 0. Suppose rank M G 2. Then there exist unique integersm R
 .a , s and a unique sequence of integers b s b , . . . , b satisfying a F b1 l j
i  .q s , a F g q s for all i, j, l i G 2 which have the following properties.l
 .There exists a homogeneous ideal I in R of height two with B I sR
1 2 rq1 .  .  .n ; n ; . . . ; n such that N I ( M ys for some s g Z if and only if
1 2 2 i i .n s a q ¨ , n s w, b q s, g q s up to permutation, and n s g q s
 .3 F i F r q 1 for an integer ¨ G 0 and a sequence of integers w s
 . ww , . . . , w satisfying s G s q ¨ , a q ¨ F w for all j s 1, . . . , ¨ . See A5,1 ¨ j
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xSect. 3 for a detailed description and a sketch of the proof. The estimation
 .of the minimal degree of the generators of I stated in Corollary 2.9 iii
 w x 4therefore becomes a sharp one min l ¬ I / 0, l g Z G l q d , while thel 2
 w x 4estimation min l ¬ I / 0, l g Z G d , involving only the basic sequencel 2
of the module M, is sharp if and only if l s 0, i.e., b s B. For example,l
if M is Buchsbaum, we have l s 0 and the estimation becomes a sharp
one
ry3
r y 2 iw xmin l ¬ I / 0, l g Z G l H RrI 4  . .l R m /i
is0
 w  .x.  wsee A3, Corollary 5.6 . But since there are cases where l / 0 see A5,
 .x.3.13 , it may not be possible any more to obtain a sharp lower bound
estimate of this kind in such a clear manner.
1  .  i  ..In the two-codimensional case, if further H M s 0 and l H Mm R m
- ` for all i s 2, . . . , r y 2, then one will be able to give a proof different
from ours to the theorem described above, starting with the works of
w xBallico, Bolondi, and Migliore BBM or Martin-Deschamp and Perrin
w xMDP . In their papers, the major interest resides in the analysis of the
structure of even liaison classes.
For arbitrary M and p, we do not have any results so far generalizing
those mentioned above.
4. EXACT SEQUENCES ASSOCIATED WITH
 .WEIERSTRASS BASES OF I AND N I
In this section, we construct an exact sequence of the form stated in
 .Lemma 1.3 such that the graded free modules S 0 F i F p y 1 arei
 .completely determined by the basic sequences of I and N I .
Ä .LEMMA 4.1. Let E, C, D, F j G 0 , and F be as in Lemmas 2.1 andi, j i, ?
2.2 and let F s 0 for j - 0, A s 0 for j F 0. Then there exists a chaini, j i, j
Ämap m : F ª F for each i s 1, . . . , p such thati, ? i, ? i, ?
0 Ä Äm s : F ª F s C yp q i [ F , .i , pyi i , pyi i , pyi  i. i , pyi /id
Äm s id: F ª F , 1 F i F p , j G p y i q 1,i , j i , j i , j
and such that
m 0iq1, jy1) 0
m s , m s ,i , 0 i , j) m / ) m /iq1, 0 iq1, j
1 F i - p , j G 1,
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in matrix representation with respect to the direct sum decompositions
Ä Ä ÄF s F y1 [ F , j G 0, . /i , j iq1, jy1 iq1, j  .i
F s E i: [ F , F s F y1 [ F , j G 1. .  . . .ii , 0 iq1, 0 i , j iq1, jy1 iq1, j  .i
Proof. Let m s 0 for j - 0, m s id for j G p y i q 1, andi, j i, j
0
m s .i , pyi  /id
Ä ÄSince F s F for j G p y i q 1, it is clear that A m s m Ai, j i, j i, j i, j i, jy1 i, j
for j G p y i q 1. Moreover,
m 0iq1, jy1
m si , j 0 m /iq1, j
j Äk .for j G p y i, 1 F i - p and H F s 0 for j F p y i. With the use ofi, ?
Lemma 1.4, therefore, one can construct a chain map m satisfying thei, ?
desired conditions if m exists. Since m meets all the requirements,iq1, ? p, ?
our assertion holds by descending induction on i.
ÄLEMMA 4.2. Let E, C, D, F , F , and m be as in Lemma 4.1 and leti, ? i, ? i, ?
N be the finitely generated graded R-module ha¨ing no free direct summand
R Ä .such that Coker A is a direct sum of N and a suitable graded free1, 1
R-module. Let further
jA y1 m .i , jq1 i , j Ä Äu [ : F [ F ª F [ Fi , j i , jq1 i , j i , j i , jy1Ä 00 Ai , j
Ä Äfor all i, j. Then F contains a free direct summand V and F [ Fi, j i, j i, j i, jy1
contains a free direct summand U such thati, j
u : V ª u V , 1 F i F p , j G 0,Ä  .i , j i , j i , j i , j
ÄF [ F s V [ u V [ U , 1 F i F p , j G 0, .i , j i , jy1 i , jy1 i , j i , j i , j
pyi
 pyl: Ä Ä ÄU ( E [ C [ F rA se F , .[  / /i , 0  i.  i. i , y1 i , 0 i , ? 0 /ls1
1 F i F p ,
pyiyj
py iy l py i .  . pyl: j jU ( E yj [ C yj .  .[i , j  i.  i. /ls1
pyiyjq1
py iy l . pyl: jy1[ N yj q 1 , .[  i. /ls1
1 F i - p , 1 F j F p y i ,
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Ä Ä Ä .   . .where V s 0 for j - 0, V ( F [ A se F , and U s 0 fori, j i, 0 p, 0  i. i, 0 i, ? 0 i, j
j G p y i q 1.
Ä  . w  .x.Proof. Notice first that A g MAT x , . . . , x k x p y 1 since Dp, 0 p r
w  .xhas no free direct summand as k x p y 1 -module. Let V s 0 for alli, j
Äj - 0. When i s p, our assertion holds with V s F for j G 0, sincep, j p, j
Ä Ä  . .A se F s 0. Suppose that 1 F i - p and that the assertion is truep, 0 p, ? 0
for i q 1. Since
yu 0iq1, jy1
u si , j ) u /iq1, j
with respect to the direct sum decompositions
Ä Ä ÄF [ F s F y1 [ F y1 [ F [ F , .  . /  / /i , jq1 i , j iq1, j iq1, jy1 iq1, jq1 iq1, j  .i
Ä Ä ÄF [ F s F y1 [ F y1 [ F [ F .  . /  / /i , j i , jy1 iq1, jy1 iq1, jy2 iq1, j iq1, jy1  .i
for j G 1, it follows, by the induction hypothesis, that, for V [i, j
  . .  .V y1 [ V , the u maps V onto u V isomorphically.iq1, jy1 iq1, j  i. i, j i, j i, j i, j
Ä  .. Moreover, V resp. u V is a free direct summand of F resp.i, j i, j i, j i, j
Ä .  .F [ F . Therefore, V [ u V is a free direct summand ofi, j i, jy1 i, jy1 i, j i, j
ÄF [ F for j G 1 since u (u s 0. Let U denote a graded freei, j i, jy1 i, jy1 i, j i, j
Äw  .x  .k x i y 1 -module such that F [ F s V [ u V [ U .i, j i, jy1 i, jy1 i, j i, j i, j
  . .  .Clearly, U ( U y1 [ U j G 2 . On the other hand, byi, j iq1, jy1 iq1, j  i.
the induction hypothesis,
U s 0, j G p y i ,iq1, j
pyiyj
py iy ly1 py iy1 .  . pyl: jy1 jy1U ( E yj q 1 [ C yj q 1 .  .[iq1, jy1  iq1.  iq1. /ls1
pyiyjq1
py iy ly1 . pyl: jy2[ N yj q 2 , 2 F j F p y i , .[  iq1. /ls1
pyiyjy1
py iy ly1 py iy1 .  . pyl: j jU ( E yj [ C yj .  .[iq1, j  iq1.  iq1. /ls1
pyiyj
py iy ly1 . pyl: jy1[ N yj q 1 , 1 F j F p y i y 1, .[  iq1. /ls1
so that
U s 0, j G p y i q 1,i , j
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pyiyj
py iy l py i .  . pyl: j jU ( E yj [ C yj .  .[i , j  i.  i.
ls1
pyiyjq1
py iy l . pyl: jy1[ N yj q 1 , 2 F j F p y i y 1. .[  i. /ls1
 .  .The same holds for j s p y i G 2, since U s U y1 si, pyi iq1, pyiy1  i.
 .  py1: .C yp q i [ N yp q i q 1 . Now let us consider the remaining i.  i.
case j s 0, 1. For each i s 1, . . . , p, let V X be a free direct summand ofi, 0
Ä Ä X Ä Ä Ä X .  .   . .  .se F such that se F s V [ A se F . Then A V si, ? 0 i, ? 0 i, 0 i, 1 i, ? 1 i, 0 i, 0
Ä Ä  . .  .A se F 1 F i F p andi, 0 i, ? 0
Ä Ä Ä ÄA se F ( A se F y1 . .  . /  /i , 0 i , ? iq1, y1 iq1, ?  .0 y1 i
Ä Ä[ A se F [ X 9 . . /iq1, 0 iq1, ?  .0 i
w  .x w  .xwith a suitable graded free k x i y 1 -module X by A7, 3.8 for
Ä X .i s 1, . . . , p y 1. On the other hand, since A V is a free directi, 0 i, 0
Äsummand of F and sincei, y1
) 0 ) 0
) mm ) idp , 0i , 0Xu [ s si , 0 ) 0) 0Ä /Ai , 0  0 0 Ä) AÄ) A p , 0p , 0
Ä  . w  .x.with A g MAT x , . . . , x k x p y 1 by the properties stated inp, 0 p r
w  .x Lemmas 2.2 and 4.1, we find that the rank over k s k x i y 1 r x , . . . ,i
. w  .x Xx k x i y 1 of the restriction of u m k to the vector subspace ofr i, 0
Ä X Ä .F m k spanned by V and the rightmost free direct summand F ofi, 0 i, 0 p, 0  i.
Ä Ä X . .  .F coincides with rank F q rank V . Therefore,i, 0 kw x iy1.x p, 0  i. kw x iy1.x i, 0
X Äw  .x  .u , and hence u also, maps the free k x i y 1 -module V [ Fi, 0 i, 0 i, 0 p, 0  i.
X Ä Ä[V ; F isomorphically onto a free direct summand of F [ F . Ini, 0 i, 0 i, 0 i, y1
Ä  ..particular, V resp. V [ u V is a free direct summand of Fi, 0 i, 0 i, 1 i, 1 i, 0
Ä .resp. F [ F . Sincei, 1 i, 0
X Ä Ä XV (u V s u V ( F [ A V .  .  . /i , 0 i , 0 i , 0 i , 0 i , 0 p , 0 i , 0 i , 0 .i
Ä Ä Äs F [ A se F , 10 . . / /p , 0 i , 0 i , ? 0 .i
pyi
 pyl:Ä ÄF [ F ( E [ C [ F[  /i , 0 i , y1  i.  i. p , 0  .i /ls1
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä[ A se F [ F rA se F .  . /  / /  /i , 0 i , ? i , y1 i , 0 i , ?0 0
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for i s 1, . . . , p, it follows that
pyi
 pyl: Ä Ä ÄU ( E [ C [ F rA se F . .[  / /i , 0  i.  i. i , y1 i , 0 i , ? 0 /ls1
  .For j s 1, as we have already seen, the module V [ V y1 [i, 1 iq1, 0
Ä.   .. V resp. V [ u V is a free direct summand of F resp.iq1, 1  i. i, 0 i, 1 i, 1 i, 1
Ä .F [ F . Furthermore,i, 1 i, 0
Ä Ä ÄF [ F ( F y1 [ F y1 [ F [ F .  . .  . /i , 1 i , 0 iq1, 0 iq1, y1 iq1, 1 iq1, 0  .i
pyiy1
 pyl:( u V y1 [ E y1 [ C y1 .  .  .  .[ .iiq1, 0 iq1, 0  i.  i. /ls1
Ä Ä Ä[ F rA se F y1 . . / /iq1, y1 iq1, 0 iq1, ? 0  .i
[ V [ u V . . .iiq1, 0 iq1, 1 iq1, 1
pyiy2
py iy ly1 . pyl: 1[ E y1 .[  i. /ls1
pyiy1
py iy1 .  pyl:1[ C y1 [ N . [ i.  i. /ls1
pyiy1
py iy l . pyl: 1( u V [ E y1 .  .[i , 1 i , 1  i. /ls1
pyiy1
py i .  pyl:1[ C y1 [ N [ V .  .[  .i i.  i. iq1, 0 /ls1
Ä Ä[ A se F y1 . . /iq1, y1 iq1, ?  .y1 i
Ä[ min F y1 . . /iq1, ?  .y1 i
Ä Ä Ä( F [ A se F . / /p , 0 iq1, 0 iq1, ?  .0 . ii
Ä Ä[A se F y1 [ X . . /iq1, y1 iq1, ?  .y1 i
pyiy1
py iq l . pyl: 1[ u V [ E y1 .  .[i , 1 i , 1  i. /ls1
pyiy1
py i .  pyl:  i:1[ C y1 [ N [ N , . [ i.  i.  i. /ls1
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since
Ä ÄV ( F [ A se F .  . /iq1, 0 p , 0 iq1, 0 iq1, ? .  .0iq1 iq1
Ä  i: .   . .  . w  .xby 10 and min F y1 ( N [ X by A7, 3.8 . Hence, byiq1, ? y1  i.
 .  .9 and 10 , we have
pyiy1 pyi
py iq l py i .  . pyl:  pyl:1 1U ( E y1 [ C y1 [ N . .  .[ [i , 1  i.  i.  i. /  /ls1 ls1
THEOREM 4.3. Let I be a homogeneous ideal in R of height p G 2.
 .Suppose that both I and N I ha¨e Weierstrass bases with respect to x , . . . , x .1 r
w  .x w p xLet further C be the graded free k x p y 1 -module such that I ( C [
 .w p x  .N I as described in Theorem 2.3 and let U 1 F i - p, j g Z be as ini, j
Lemma 4.2 with E s I. Then there exists an exact sequence of the form
0ªU ª ???1, py1
py1
 pyl:ª U ª U ª I [ C [ N I ª I ª 0. .[1, 2 1, 1 1. 1. /ls1
Ä Ä .Proof. Let N denote N I and let F , F , A , A , m , u ,i, ? i, ? i, ? i, ? i, ? i, ?
and V be as in Lemma 4.2 with E s I. Then one has a chain mapi, ?
A A A1, pq1 1, p 1, py16 6 6
??? F F ???1, p 1, py16
m1, py1
Ä Ä ÄA A A1, pq1 1, p 1, py16 6 6Ä Ä??? F F ???1, p 1, py1
A A A «1, 3 1, 2 1, 1 16 6 6 6 6F F F I 01, 2 1, 1 1, 0
6 6 6 6 , 11 .
m m m mÄ1, 2 1, 1 1, 0 1, 0
Ä Ä ÄA A A «Ä1, 3 1, 2 1, 1 16 6 6 6 6Ä Ä Ä ÄF F F N 01, 2 1, 1 1, 0
Ä R Ä .where N [ Coker A , « is the natural surjection, and m denotesÄ Ä1, 1 1 1, 0
the homomorphism induced from m . The upper sequence is exact as a1, 0
free resolution for I by Lemma 2.1. So is the lower one by Lemma 1.1
t t Ä j Äk .  .  .since Im A s Im A and H F s 0 for j F p y 1 by Lemma 2.2.1, p 1, p 1, ?
Ä ÄX Ä ÄBy the definition of N, there exists a homomorphism A : N ª F1, 0 1, y1
Ä ÄXsuch that A s A (« . Let Y be a graded free R-module such thatÄ1, 0 1, 0 1
Ä ÄN s N [ Y, pr : N ª Y the natural projection,Y
A m1, 1 1, 0Ä Ä Äu [ : F [ F ª F [ N1, 0 1, 1 1, 0 1, 0 /0 «Ä1
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and
A m1, 1 1, 0XÄu [ .1, 0  /0 pr («ÄY 1
Ä Ä Ä .   . .  w  .  .  .x.Since N s min F rA min F cf. A4, 1.1 , 1.2 , 4.2 and1, ? 0 1, 1 1, ? 1
since the homomorphism
A mid 0 1, 1 1, 0
u s X1, 0 Ä /  /0 A 0 «Ä1, 0 1
Ämaps the submodule V ; F isomorphically onto a free direct sum-1, 0 1, 0
Ä ÄXmand of F [ F , the homomorphism u must also map V iso-1, 0 1, y1 1, 0 1, 0
Ämorphically onto a free direct summand of F [ Y. Let U be a graded1, 0 1, 0
ÄX Ä .free submodule of F [ Y such that F [ Y s u V [ U . Then,1, 0 1, 0 1, 0 1, 0 1, 0
Ä Ä  .by what we have just seen, the map u : V ª u V is an isomor-1, 0 1, 0 1, 0 1, 0
Ä Ä .phism and u V is a free direct summand of T [ F [ N s F [1, 0 1, 0 0 1, 0 1, 0
Ä Ä .  .N [ Y such that T s u V [ U [ N. Since0 1, 0 1, 0 1, 0
Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄY ( se F rA se F ( A se F , .  .  . /  /1, ? 1, 1 1, ? 1, 0 1, ?0 1 0
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄF ( F rA se F [ A se F .  . /  / /1, y1 1, y1 1, 0 1, ? 1, 0 1, ?0 0
and
ÄF [ F s u V [ U , .1, 0 1, y1 1, 0 1, 0 1, 0
Ä Ä Ä Ä   . ..one sees U [ F rA se F ( U , so that1, 0 1, y1 1, 0 1, ? 0 1, 0
py1
 pyl:ÄU ( I [ C[1, 0 1. 1. /ls1
Äby Lemma 4.2. Denoting F [ F by T for j G 1, consider the1, j 1, jy1 j
 .mapping cone of 11 :
Äu u u u u1, py1 1, py2 1, 2 1 , 1 1 , 06 6 6 6 6
??? ª T T ??? T T T ª I ª 0.p py1 2 1 0
 .We can cancel out V and u V for j G 1 by Lemma 4.2 and finally1, j 1, j 1, j
Ä  .V and u V , to obtain an exact sequence of the desired form.1, 0 1, 0 1, 0
COROLLARY 4.4.. Let I be a homogeneous ideal in R of height p G 2 with
1 2 rq1 1 2 rq1 .  .   ..  .B I s n ; n ; . . . ; n , B N I s g ; g ; . . . ; g . Denote by wR R
p p . the sequence of integers satisfying w, g s n up to permutation see
.Corollary 2.4 . Then there exists an exact sequence of the form
0 ª S ª ??? ª S ª Spy1 2 1
py1




ly1 py1 .  .l j jS s R yn y j [ R yw y j . .[j  /lsjq1
py1
ly1 .l jy1[ R yg y j q 1 .[ /lsj
for j s 1, . . . , p y 1.
Proof. If the linear forms x , . . . , x are chosen sufficiently generally,1 r
 l: l  l: lw  .x .  . w  .x .we have I ( k x l y 1 yn and N I ( k x l y 1 yg for l s
1, . . . , r q 1 by the definition of a basic sequence. Hence our assertion
follows immediately from Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.3.
5. EXAMPLES
Let I be a homogeneous ideal in R of height p G 2 and let
c c c cpy1 2 1 06 6 6 60 ª S ??? S S [ N I I ª 0 12 .  .py1 1 0
 .be an exact sequence stated in Lemma 1.3, where S 0 F i F p y 1 arei
finitely generated graded free R-modules. In Corollary 4.4, we gave a
formula that determines a set of free R-modules fitting in with the above
 .sequence in terms of the basic sequences of I and N I . In most cases,
however, the sequences as in Theorem 4.3 or Corollary 4.4 are not minimal
in the following sense.
DEFINITION 5.1. Given a homogeneous ideal I of height p G 2 in R,
 .  .we say that the sequence 12 is minimal if Im c ; mS for alli iy1
Ä Ä .i s 2, . . . , p y 1 and Im c ; mS , where c denotes c followed by the1 0 1 1
natural projection to S .0
LEMMA 5.2. For a homogeneous ideal I of height p in R, the graded free
 .R-modules S 0 F i F p y 1 appearing in a minimal exact sequence of thei
 .form 12 are determined uniquely by I.
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 .  .  .Proof. Suppose that 12 is minimal. Let N [ N I , K [ Im c .1
i  .Since Ext N, R s 0 for i s 1, . . . , p y 1, the sequenceR




X X X X
c c cpy1 2 1 0X X X6 6 6 60 ª S ??? S S [ N I I ª 0 .py1 1 0
be another minimal exact sequence. Then one can construct homo-
X X  .mophisms m : S [ N ª S [ N, m : S ª S 1 F i F p y 1 such that0 0 0 i i i
X  .c m s m c 0 F i F p y 1 , where m : I ª I denotes the identityi i iy1 i y1
mapping. Analogously, there are homomorphisms mX : S [ N ª SX [ N,0 0 0
X X  . X X X Xm : S ª S 1 F i F p y 1 such that c m s m c , where m s m .i i i i i iy1 i y1 y1
Write
r r rX rXX11 12 11 12m s , m s X X0 0r r r r /  /21 22 21 22
with r : SX ª S , rX : S ª SX , r : N ª S , rX : N ª SX r : SX ª N,11 0 0 11 0 0 12 0 12 0 21 0
wÄ1X X Ä Är : S ª N, r , r : N ª N. Let L ª L ª N ª 0 be a minimal free21 0 22 22 1 0
resolution of N. Since N has no free direct summand, one sees
t Äk X .  .  .  .Hom N, R s Ker w ; m L . Consequently, Im r ; mS , Im rÄR 1 0 12 0 12
X Y X  .; mS . Now consider m [ m (m 0 F i F p y 1 . We have0 i i i
r ( rX q r ( rX )Y 11 11 12 21m s ,0  /) )
Y  .   X  ..  X  ...c ( m s c , so that c S ' c r r S q r r S '0 0 0 0 0 0 11 11 0 12 21 0
 X  ..   ..  .c r ( r S mod m I q c 0 [ N . This means that both c S0 11 11 0 0 0 0
 X  ..   ..and c r ( r S generate Irc 0 [ N m Rrm over R. Since the0 11 11 0 0
image of the free bases of S by c form a set of minimal generators of0 0
 . XIrc 0 [ N , the map r ( r : S ª S must be an isomorphism. On the0 11 11 0 0
other hand, mY is chain homotopic to the identity, namely, there are?
 .homomorphisms v : S [ N ª S , v : S ª S 1 F i F p y 1 such0 0 1 i i iq1
Y Y that m y id s c ( v , m y id s c ( v q v (c 1 F i F p0 S [N 1 0 i S iq1 i iy1 i0 i
.  .  .y 1 by the exactness of 13 , where v s 0, c s 0. Since Im c ;py1 p i
mS for i G 2, the map mY must be an isomorphism for all i s 2, . . . , piy1 i
X X  .y 1. In the same way, r ( r and m (m 2 F i F p y 1 are also11 11 i i
X X  .isomorphisms. Hence S ( S , S ( S 2 F i F p y 1 . Finally, comparing0 0 i i
X Xthe Hilbert functions of S and S , we find S ( S .1 1 1 1
EXAMPLE 5.3. Let p G 2 be an integer and let r s p q 2. Let further I
 .denote the homogeneous ideal in R generated by x x 1 F i F j F p andi j
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x x y x x . One finds that RrI is a graded Buchsbaum ring ofpy1 pq1 p pq2
1  . 0  .  wdimension two with H RrI ( Rrm, H RrI s 0 see A3, Proposi-m m
 .x.  . R .tion 6.4 . Moreover, N I s Syz Rrm by Lemma 3.2. Since2
p j
I s x x k x j y 1 [ x x y x x k x p .  .  .[ [ i j py1 pq1 p pq2
js1 is1
and the degrees of the generators are all two, the standard free resolution
 w x.see A3, Sect. 3 is linear, so that it is minimal. We first describe the
resolution without showing its computation process. Let e , . . . , e , X ,1 r 1
. . . , X be letters of degree one and let L denote the graded freepq2 t
R-module which are generated by the free bases
X n ??? n X m e e , 1 F a - ??? - a - j F p , 1 F i F j, 14 .a a i j 1 t1 t
X n ??? n X m e e y e e , 1 F a - ??? - a F p. 15 .  .a a py1 pq1 p pq2 1 t1 t
 .Here e e i, j s 1, . . . , p q 2 are considered to be the elements ofi j
w w xx  .R e , . . . , e and X n ??? n X 1 F a - ??? - a F p those of1 pq2 2 a a 1 t1 t
t  . w xH RX [ ??? [ RX . With the notation of A3, Sect. 3 , we understand1 pq2
j  . pq1e e s Y 1 F i F j F p , e e y e e s Y . Leti j i py1 pq1 p pq2 1
z X n ??? n X m e e .t a a i j1 t
t
ly1 Æs y1 x X n ??? n X n ??? n X m e e .  /a a a a i jl 1 l t
ls1
tq y1 x X n ??? n X m e e , i F j, .  .j a a i a1 ty1 t
j X n ??? n X m e e .t a a i j1 t
ty1
l Æs y1 x X n ??? n X n ??? n X m e e , i F j, .  /j a a a i a1 l t l
ls1
h X n ??? n X m e e .t a a i j1 t
¡z X n ??? n X m e e q j X n ??? n X m e e .  .t a a i j t a a i j1 t 1 t~ if a - i F j,s t¢z X n ??? n X m e e if a G i , i F j, .t a a i j t1 t
w X n ??? n X m e e s h X n ??? n X m e e 16 . .  .t a a i j t a a i j1 t 1 t
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 .for the bases 14 and
w X n ??? n X m e e y e e . .t a a py1 pq1 p pq21 t
s h X n ??? n X m e e y h X n ??? n X m e e .  .t a a py1 pq1 t a a p pq21 t 1 t
17 .
 .for the bases 15 . Then extend w linearly over R to define w : L ª L .t t t ty1
 .  .In fact, the right-hand side of 16 and 17 are contained in L . Thesety1
maps give the minimal free resolution
w w wp 2 1
0 ª L ª ??? ª L ª L ª I ª 0p 1 0
Ä tq2  .mentioned above. Let L [ H RX [ ??? [ RX for t G 0. Thet 1 pq2
R .minimal free resolution for Syz Rrm is given by the linear maps w :Ä2 t
Ä Ä  .L ª L 0 F i F p such thatt ty1
tq2
ly1 Æw X n ??? n X s y1 x X n ??? n X n ??? n X , .Ä  . t a a a a a a1 tq2 l 1 l tq2
ls1
R Ä .  .where Syz Rrm s Im w . Let us define a chain mapping m : L ª LÄ2 0 ? ? ?
such that m is an isomorphism. First, for each X n ??? n X 1 F ap a a 11 tq2
.  .- ??? - a F p q 2 , we define m X n ??? n X as follows:tq2 t a a1 tq2
 .i if a s p q 1, a s p q 2, thentq1 tq2
m X n ??? n X n X n X .t a a pq1 pq21 t
s X n ??? n X m e e y e e , .a a py1 pq1 p pq21 t
 .ii if p y 1 F a F p, a s p q 2, thentq1 tq2
m X n ??? n X n X s X n ??? n X m e e , .t a a pq2 a a py1 a1 tq1 1 t tq1
 .iii if a F p y 2, a s p q 2, thentq1 tq2
m X n ??? n X n X .t a a pq21 tq1
tq1
lq tq1 Æs y1 X n ??? n X n ??? n X m e e , . a a a a py11 l tq1 l
ls1
 .iv if a s p, a s p q 1, thentq1 tq2
m X n ??? n X n X n X s X n ??? n X m e2 , .t a a p pq1 a a p1 t 1 t
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 .v if a F p y 1, a s p q 1, thentq1 tq2
m X n ??? n X n X .t a a pq11 tq1
tq1
lq tq1 Æs y1 X n ??? n X n ??? n X m e e , . a a a a p1 l tq1 l
ls1
 .vi if a F p, thentq2
m X n ??? n X s 0. .t a a1 tq2
ÄNext, extend m linearly over R to get a homomorphism m : L ª L . Byt t t t
tedious computations, which we omit, one can verify that w m s m wÄt t ty1 t
for t G 1, m is a splitting injection, and m is an isomorphism. Sincepy1 p
p p tq jy1py t .  .  .qt q jjs 1t tq1 tL ( R y2 y t , .t
pq2 .
tq2ÄL ( R y2 y t .t
and
2 p for t s 0,¡~rank m m Rrm s . p pR r m t q 2 for t s 1, . . . , p ,¢ /  /t t q 1
taking the mapping cone of m , we obtain a minimal exact sequence of the?
 .form 12 with
pq1 .y2 pq1
2S ( R y2 , .0
pq2 . .  .p py1 py2 r3 y2 p
2S ( R y3 [ R y2 , .  .1
p ptq jy1py t . .  .  .ty2 q jjs 1tq1 tq1tS ( R y2 y t [ R y1 y t .  .t
for t s 2, . . . , p y 1.
i i pq1 i . On the other hand, we have n s 2 1 F i F p , n s 2, n s B i s p
i pq2yi i.  .  .q2, p q 3 , g s 2 1 F i F p q 1 , g s B i s p q 2, p q 3 , w s
py2  .2 with the notation of Corollary 4.4. The modules S 0 F t F p y 1t
as above, therefore, differ from those stated in that corollary. Hence, in
the present case, the exact sequence, which is expressed in terms of the
 .basic sequences of I and N I , is not minimal.
EXAMPLE 5.4. Let p G 2, r s p q 2 and let I be the homogeneous
 .  .ideal in R generated by x x 1 F i F j F p y 1 , x x 1 F i F p y 2 ,i j i p
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2 3  .x x , x , and x x y x x x . Then RrI is a graded Buchs-py1 p p py1 pq1 p pq2 p
1  .  . 0  .baum ring of dimension two such that H RrI ( Rrm y1 , H RrIm m
s 0. Since the above generators form a Weierstrass basis of I with respect
 . R . .to x , . . . , x and since N I ( Syz Rrm y1 , one sees C (1 pq2 2 1.
 . py2R y2 with the notation of Theorem 4.3. Hence
py1
p .qpy2 pyl: 2I [ C ( R y2 .[ 1. 1. /ls1
and
py1
ly1 py1 .  . .l py2j jU ( R y2 y j [ R y2 y j .  .[1, j  /lsjq1
py1
ly1 . .pq2yl jy1[ R y2 y j .[ /lsj
for j s 1, . . . , p y 1. In this case, the exact sequence obtained by Theorem
4.3 is therefore minimal.
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